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Will luminescent solar
concentrators surpass the 10%
device efficiency limit?
Wilfried van Sark
Nanosized particles with low overlap between their absorption and
emission spectra allow more of the sun’s light energy to be captured.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology is continuously increasing
conversion efficiency while reducing cost. It has been sufficiently
successful that by the end of 2013, installed capacity worldwide had reached 134GW,1 with 90% of market share made
up of technology based on crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafers installed on rooftops (up to several kilowatts) or fields (tens to
hundreds of megawatts). Despite this, PV still has a long way to
go to reach multiterawatt capacity and play a significant role in
our future electricity supply. Many alternative technologies are
under development that will compete with standard c-Si technology, such as inorganic thin films, but also systems that concentrate light to a high (1000 times) or low (up to 10 times)
extent. One such development is luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs), which are low concentration and relatively low cost,
and they can also be shaped and colored. As a consequence, they
are suitable for use as building façade elements with aesthetically appealing surfaces of variable shape and color.
LSCs began to be developed in the 1970s as an alternative approach for reducing PV technology costs.2, 3 In LSCs, both direct
and diffuse light is concentrated by a factor of 5–10. LSCs typically consist of a plastic plate, in which luminescent species are
dispersed. These species absorb incident light and emit light at
a wavelength that is a red-shifted with respect to the absorbed
wavelength, as a result of the Stokes’ shift of the particular luminescent species. The majority of the emission (some is lost)
is guided by total internal reflection to a solar cell at the side
(see Figure 1).4 Ideally, an LSC should fulfill six requirements.5, 6
First, it should absorb all photons with wavelength >950 nm
and emit them red-shifted at 1000 nm for use with c-Si solar
cells. Second, it should have minimal spectral overlap between
absorption and emission spectra to keep re-absorption losses

Figure 1. Schematic 3D view of a luminescent concentrator. AM1.5
light (mimicking the solar spectrum at temperate latitudes) is incident
at the top. The light is absorbed by luminescent species, and its luminescence is randomly emitted. Part of the emission falls within the escape cone and is lost from the luminescent concentrator at the surfaces.
Another part is guided to the solar cell by total internal reflection.4

as low as possible. Third, near-unity luminescence quantum
efficiency (LQE) is required. Fourth, an ideal LSC has low escape
cone losses. Fifth, it should be stable outdoors for longer than 10
years. Finally, it should be easy to manufacture at low cost. However, material issues have hampered efficiency improvements in
LSCs, in particular re-absorption of light emitted by luminescent
species. Today’s efficiency record is 7.1%.7
The luminescent species typically used are organic dyes,
although the use of nanosized inorganic particles is growing and
attracting increasing attention from researchers. In general, the
absorption spectra of dyes and nanoparticles overlap their emission spectra, leading to certain non-zero probability for a luminescent species to absorb the light emitted by the same species.
This may occur successively such that an absorbed photon never
reaches the solar cell at the side of the LSC plate. Reabsorption
Continued on next page
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Table 1. Classifications of luminescent species according to their loss.
The larger the Stokes’ shift, the lower the loss. CdSe: Cadmium selenide. CdTe: Cadmium telluride. ZnS: Zinc sulfide.4
Loss
Strong
Moderate
Low

Group
CdSe nanocrystals
Lumogen dye
Rhodamine dye
Type-II heteronanocrystals:
CdTe/CdSe/ZnS, core/multishell
CdTe/CdSe dot-core/rod-shell

Stokes’ Shift
5nm
10–20nm
120nm

thus leads to increased loss and, as a consequence, this limits the
size of LSC plates and the maximum concentration ratio.8 We
have worked to minimize re-absorption by reducing the overlap
of the luminescent species’ absorption and emission spectra.
We first quantified reabsorption by defining a self-absorption
cross section.4, 9 We performed experiments on liquid LSCs,
that is, cuvettes filled with luminescent species with different Stokes’ shifts. The self-absorption cross-section of the
commercially available dyes Rhodamine 6G (LQED95%) and
Lumogen Orange (LQED95%) were calculated to be 8.5% and
6.7%, respectively. We also prepared luminescent nanocrystals
with different shapes—either dot-core (the core is a spherical
dot), rod-shell (the shell is more of a rod and non-spherical),
or core/multishell (both core and multishell are spherical)—
and determined their reabsorption.10 For Type I (cadmium
selenide, CdSe), Type-II-iso (cadmium telluride / cadmium selenide / zinc sulfide, CdTe/CdSe/ZnS core/multishell), and
Type-II-an (CdTe/CdSe dot-core/rod-shell) nanocrystals, the
self-absorption cross sections were 52.2%, 2.5%, and 0.2%, respectively. LQE of the nanocrystals was 27% and 48%, for CdSe,
and Type-II-iso nanocrystals, respectively.
We detected the emission intensity perpendicular to the excitation direction at the side of the cuvette as a function of excitation distance from the side. Emission intensity losses depended
on the optical path length, and we were able to classify the luminescent species into three distinct groups according to their loss
(see Table 1). We found that the larger the Stokes’ shift, the lower
the intensity loss.4
Using a validated combined ray-tracing/Monte-Carlo model,
we further demonstrated that the self-absorption cross section is a meaningful criterion for evaluating self-absorption
losses in LSCs. Interestingly, improving the quantum yield
reduces self-absorption losses only if the self-absorption is
prevalent.9 Recently, Erickson and coworkers reported results
on zero-reabsorption zinc selenide nanocrystals doped with

manganese.11 These QDs showed maxima in their absorption
spectrum at 396nm and in their emission spectrum at 582nm.
Although no efficiencies were reported, the concentration ratio was among the highest reported. The absorption maximum
at 396nm clearly limits the LSC efficiency, and Erickson has
suggested using CdSe doped with copper or indium phosphide nanocrystals to broaden the solar spectrum absorption.
An even better match to the band gap of c-Si solar cells could be
ytterbium-doped lead sulfide, which should have an emission
maximum of 1000nm. An alternative approach has recently
been reported by Meinardi and coworkers,12 who use the term
‘Stokes-shift-engineering:’ their LSCs with CdSe/CdS nanocrystals with giant shells did not show reabsorption losses.
In conclusion, (un)doped inorganic nanocrystals with high
Stokes’ shift and consequently low self-absorption cross section
would be suitable candidates for use in highly efficient LSCs,
provided their LQE can be increased to values approaching that
of dyes.13 This undoubtedly would lead to device efficiency values beyond 10%. We are now focusing on increasing LSC efficiency by developing high-LQE CdTe/CdSe Type-II nanocrystals, which requires improvements in synthesis.
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